Dear Parents,
We hope you and your family are continuing to keep safe and well during this difficult
time.
Congratulations! We have all successfully survived 5 weeks of on-line learning! The
Primary team would like to thank you all for the support you have given us during this
testing time.
These holidays are going to be very strange for all of us, as we all continue to follow the
lockdown guidelines. Some parents have contacted us as they would like extra work over
the next two weeks, we fully understand this request and have attached some links below
for those parents who are interested.
Lock down activity ideas
Epic research project ideas
Some additional resources for families during this time can be found here.
Any work completed is completely voluntary and not requested to be sent back to their
teacher or uploaded to Seesaw. I know the Primary team are looking forward to a break
away from the screen and an opportunity to read and relax.
Also, there is a Spring Break art competition, it was first launched by J. Paul Getty
Museum in Los Angeles and challenges us all to dive into art and create our own copy of
a masterpiece with objects we have at home. For further information please see the
attached Google Slides doc and the link below. The winning entries will receive prizes.
Google slides: Art competition
Getty Museum Recreate Artwork
If your child does enter the competition, please send all entries via email and add the
photo as an attachment to: primarycompetition@csianglo.org
It is also important that the following text is written in the email when entering:
NAME of both Parents, authorise the attached picture to be used for non-commercial purposes by
the Anglophone Section. We understand that this picture might be used and/or displayed (school
website, school…) to illustrate the work that was done during the period of lockdown.
Over the holidays there will be some maintenance work carried out on the Primary
technology Google Drive. Due to this, all students who have csianglo.org email accounts
will not be able to login again until Monday 4th of May, the children affected by this have
already been informed.
I know we all miss our students and are very much looking forward to being back together
again, hopefully not in the too distant future.
We wish you all a restful two weeks. Continue to keep safe and well.
Kindest regards,
The Primary Anglo Team

